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Quick Overview

https://registry.cern.ch https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/

Harbor is a CNCF Graduated Project

Backed by Distribution (the Docker Registry) but with a lot of added things

Project Quotas

OCI Artifact Support (Images, Helm Charts, ML Models, …)

Vulnerability Scanning (Trivy, Clair, Sysdig, …)

Artifact signing (Notary, sigstore)

Proxy Caches, Automated Replication

Non Blocking Garbage Collection

Tag Immutability, Retention Policies Doubling every 2 months…

https://registry.cern.ch
https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/
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Singularity

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#singularity--apptainer

Support for storing and retrieving singularity images

Version > 3.8.4 which is now ~1 year old

$ singularity pull docker://alpine

$ singularity remote login --username dsouthwi --password <harbor token> oras://registry.cern.ch

INFO: Token stored in ~/.singularity/remote.yaml

$ singularity push alpine_latest.sif oras://registry.cern.ch/yourproject/alpine:latest

INFO: Upload Complete

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#singularity--apptainer


https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#multi-arch

Built-in registry support for multiple architectures

Client support in docker buildx
docker buildx build 

--push 

--platform linux/arm64/v8,linux/amd64

--tag registry.cern.ch/MYREPO/MYIMAGE:MYTAG 

GitLab runners for both buildx platform and native ARM builds

Multi-Architecture

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#multi-arch


Proxy Caches

Pull-through cache for other registries

Already enabled a docker.io pull-through cache to cover for recent API restrictions

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#pull-through-caches

Optimized access, also helps enforcing CVE/Vulnerability checks

docker.io

quay.io

ghcr.ioregistry.cern.ch

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/quickstart/#pull-through-caches


Accelerated Images, Lazy Pulling (estargz)

( see Kohei’s talk )

Different options for image build automation: server side, client side

Server side possible with https://github.com/goharbor/acceleration-service

Initial attempt: WebHook config required, Overriding Tags?, Load concerns

Currently delegating task to clients (see later for CI/CD integration)

docker buildx build -t registry.cern.ch/rbritoda/hello:esgz

-o type=registry,oci-mediatypes=true,compression=estargz,forcecompression=true .

(e)stargz support available in CERN Kubernetes clusters

https://github.com/goharbor/acceleration-service
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Security Features

Image signing, vulnerability scans, preventing vulnerable pulls, CVE allowlists

Based on cosign, part of the sigstore project https://www.sigstore.dev/

Support available since Harbor v2.5

$ docker push registry.cern.ch/rocha/myimage:mytag

$ cosign sign --key mycosign.key registry.cern.ch/rocha/myimage:mytag

Enter password for private key:

Pushing signature to: registry.cern.ch/rocha/myimage:mytag

https://www.sigstore.dev/


Security Features

Image signing, vulnerability scans, preventing vulnerable pulls, CVE allowlists

Relying on Trivy as vulnerability scanner, input from multiple CVE databases

Scan on push, rescan weekly

Curated CVE allowlists managed centrally

Global allowlist applied to all projects

Per project allowlist managed via MRs

Review, Approval shared with security



Security Features

OPA Policies, Falco Runtime Checks
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OPA Policies, Falco Runtime Checks

Enforce pulls from central registry.cern.ch



Security Features

OPA Policies, Falco Runtime Checks

- macro: container
  condition: container.id != host
- macro: spawned_process
  condition: evt.type = execve and evt.dir=<
- rule: run_shell_in_container
  desc: a shell was spawned by a non-shell program in a container. Container entrypoints 
are excluded.

  condition: container and proc.name = bash and spawned_process and proc.pname exists and 
not proc.pname in (bash, docker)

  output: "Shell spawned in a container other than entrypoint (user=%user.name 
container_id=%container.id container_name=%container.name shell=%proc.name 
parent=%proc.pname cmdline=%proc.cmdline)"

  priority: WARNING



Integration Points: GitLab CI/CD

Built-in jobs to build images, helm charts

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/gitlab/

docker-in-docker

kaniko

https://kubernetes.docs.cern.ch/docs/registry/gitlab/
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Integration Points: WebHooks

On Image / Chart PUSH, PULL, DELETE

Image Scan COMPLETED, FAILED

Project Quota EXCEED

Example for unpacked CVMFS

Configuration done at project level
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Use Case: Air-Gapped Environment (TechNet)

Deployed for CERN Accelerator and Controls (BE/ATS)

Building on automated replication capabilities

Version controlled replication rules

Built-in process for MR submission, approval

Synced with the registry configuration

Vulnerability scans done at first push

registry.cern.ch registry-tn.cern.ch
replication: pull

controls

GPN TN

GitLab CI



Use Case: Public Clouds

Pull-through cache from central registry

Enforced vulnerability scans, policies

Automated replication for popular images

Similar MR mechanism possible for end users

aws

registry.cern.ch

gcp

azure



Questions?


